Increasing infection rate in multiple implanted pulse generator changes in movement disorder patients treated with deep brain stimulation.
Deep brain stimulation has been performed at the Department of Neurosurgery, Aarhus University Hospital (AUH), for 16 years. The risk of infection related to implantable pulse generator (IPG) replacement constitutes a weakness in the long-term DBS treatment. The aim of this study is to investigate the association between risk of infection and number of IPG replacements. All patients who underwent IPG replacement at the AUH from June 1996 until September 2012 were included in the study, and their medical records were systematically reviewed. The data was analyzed using Fisher's exact test on contingency tables. 220 procedures of IPG replacement were completed on 105 patients who suffered from various movement disorders. Up to 5 IPG changes were registered in a single patient. Thirteen patients incurred infection requiring surgical intervention. Testing for risk of infection associated with number of IPG changes, this study found significantly different infection rates (p = 0.0052). In the groups with 3 and 4 IPG changes, infection rates reached over 20%. This study found significantly different rates of infection related to the number of IPG changes. Further investigation and resources should be directed towards improving the lifespan of IPGs.